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SDXC UHS-II U3   V90 is Apacer's first UHS-II memory 
card, featuring read and write speeds up to 290/260 
MB/s, respectively. It is suitable for high-end 
camcorders and general cameras. Its professional 
performance makes the lives of digital creators more 
efficient. Productivity has been greatly improved, 
and it has clearly become ideal equipment for 
photographers!

Continuous Access Without 
Interruption
Compared with traditional memory cards, Apacer Video 
Speed   Class 90 memory cards have more stable writing 
performance, which ensures smooth and uninterrupted 
speed during continuous shooting, avoids frame drop 
and data loss, and makes them especially suitable for 
shooting dynamic content. High-end digital SLR 
cameras, 8k/4K digital video recorders, and surveillance 
equipment have all been waiting for a card like this.

It conforms to the UHS Video Speed   Class 90 (V90) 
video speed rating newly formulated by the SD 
Association, with a continuous writing speed of at 
least 90MB per second. It also meets the writing 
requirements of 8K, 4K, Ultra HD, 3D recording, and 
high-speed continuous shooting.



8K Video Captures Life So Clearly

SpecificationFeatures

Ordering Information 
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● Complies with SD Association’s Latest UHS-II U3 
   V90 standards
● Supports 8K, 4K and Ultra HD, 3D Video Recording 
   and High-speed Continuous Shooting recording 
   applications
● Write-in protection & ECC (Error Correcting Code)
● UHS-II interface: R/W speed up to 290/260MB/s
● Up to 512GB storage capacity so you can get more 
   out of your digital devices
● Best choice for professional photographers & 
   digital filmmakers

● Capacity: 64GB / 128GB/ 256GB/ 512GB 
● Performance:

● Speed Class: UHS-I Class 10 / U3/ V90
● Dimensions (L x W x H): 24 x 32 x 2.1mm
● Warranty: 5 years limited product lifetime

 

UHS Speed: Class 3
Speed Class: Class 10
Video Speed Class: V90
Maximum Reading Speed: 290MB/s*

AP64GSDXC10V9-R

AP128GSDXC10V9-R

AP256GSDXC10V9-R

AP512GSDXC10V9-R

64GB

128GB

256GB

512GB

4712389919526

4712389919427

4712389919441

4712389919465

PNCapacity EAN Code

*Transfer speed will vary depending on your system performance 
  (such as hardware, software, usage, etc).
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The SDXC UHS-II U3   V90 memory card is designed 
for 8K video recording. It supports high-speed 
continuous shooting modes, showing a higher level 
of picture detail and post-processing latitude. The 
maximum read speed can reach 290MB per second, 
which greatly reduces file transfer speeds. Waiting 
times are lowered and work efficiency is greatly 
improved.

Up to 512GB Capacity, Unlimited 
Video Recording
It’s available in four large capacity options of 64GB, 
128GB, 256GB and 512GB. Now professional 
camcorders and digital cameras can completely 
capture irreplaceable memories without the need 
to swap out a memory card.

*Based on internal testing; performance may be lower depending upon 
  host device interface, usage conditions and other factors.


